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FOREWORD
This report covers the design of a high ratio gear drive
as part of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Science in Mechanical Engineering (Independent Design Project
option) .
(1) Capacity : 50 HP (Electr. Motor)
(2) Total speed ratio: 1/100
(3) Input speed : 1,800 RPM
The decision to use two helical gear sets and one spiral
gear set, was made after considering also: a triple reduction
unit using only spiral bevel gears; a triple reduction unit
using only helical gears; and a double reduction unit using
two worm gear sets.
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ABSTRACT
This is a right angle gear drive design where helical
and spiral bevel gears are being used. Because of the
high speed ratio (1800/18 , input/output), three redu
ctions were applied.
Two helical gear sets were used in the first and se
cond reductions (one each), and a spiral bevel set was
used at the final reduction.
The gears were mounted on four shafts, with the first
and last shafts (output and input shafts) carrying one
gear each straddle mounted, and the second and third
shafts carrying two gears each, overhung mounted.
The design was based on a criterion that was set for
every element and was carried out in sequence; i.e.
gears, shafts, bearings and housing.
The high speed shaft and the bevel pinion shaft were
made one piece with the pinions.
The housing was made out of three parts! The main
housing -which is to house the bevel gear set and to hold
the oil J the high speed housing, which is to house the
high speed helical gear set and support the high speed
bearingsj and the rear cover,which is to house the inter
mediate "gear set (second reduction).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A gear drive consists of the gear train and the supporting
housing.
The gear train can be single or multiple reduction, thus
employing a single set or many sets of gears, shafts and
bearings.
The housing is made of suitable material and must be able
to provide rigid support for the gear train and room and proper
cooling for oil.
To design a gear drive one must first know the application
(machinery to be driven) , or at least the capacity required
and the type of power source.
First the type of gear drive most suitable for the application
must be determined, i.e. parallel, right angle, differential,
epicyclic drive etc.
The type of gears to be used depends upon the horsepower
(HP) to be transmitted, the noise anticipated when in operation
and the type of drive.
The number of reductions depends on the total ratio required,
the size of gears that can be acommodated in the available
space and lubrication considerations.
The task to design a right angle drive was undertaken by
this writer as part of the Master of Science degree requirements.
The design required three sets of gears , four shafts and
eight bearings.
The first and second reductions were made up of two sets
of 20normal pressure angle, standard involute helical gears
and the third reduction was made up of a yp spiral angle,
standard involute system spiral bevel gear set.
The design was carried out from the inside out', i.e. gears,
shafts, bearings and housing;
The design of gears was done in accordance with the American
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Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) , thus the basic guide
lines of AGMA were followed for the gear horse power rating
for strength and durability. The ratio and gear diameters of
each reduction were chosen such that the generated bending
moment at each end of shafts II and III would require only a
small change in diameter from one end to the other.
For each element, a design criterion was set up according
to the stress conditions that exist in the member.
Once the ratio combination was established, the gear set
of every reduction was designed first , then the supporting sha
fts which were designed to be fitted with standard bearings.
Figure 1 . 1 . shows the schematic of the gear train. The ele
ments are identified as follows: Bearings with arabic numbers,
Shafts with roman numerals and Gears with letters.
Table 1.1. identifies the elements of figure 1.1.
^
X7
* n-
* <v
*"
_ B
Input IV
8
\\k k
butput
Figure 1. 1.Gear train schematic
GEARS SHAFTS BEARINGS
# Bed,Type # Name # Type
A 1st Hel. I Input
Shaft
1 Radial contact Ball bearing
2 Radial contact Ball bearing
B Znd Hel. II Interm.
Shaft
3_^ Radial contact Ball bearing
4"1 Radial contact Ball bearing
C 3d Bevel
(sprX
TTT1
Bevel
Pinion Sh.
5 Tapered (dbl) bearing (Timken)
6 Straight roller bearing
IV
Low
Speed
Shaft
7
8
Tapered roller (Timken)bearing
Tapered roller (Timken)bearing
Table 1.1. Gear train rating elements
The selection of the bearings was made on the basis of ra
dial and/or thrust loads present and their magnitudes.
The bearings were fitted in place with standard retaining
rings or special retaining cages where thrust was to be sup
ported.
The design of the housing was done in a fashion that would
allow rigid support for the gear train as well as easy ac
cess to the elements for convenient assembly and maintenance.
The assembly of the gear train was planned such that each
shaft with gears and bearings will be assembled as a subas
sembly and it will be- carried as an integral unit.
This will
allow for a speedy total assembly having to set only the bea
ring float (or preloading), the bevel gear backlash, the moun
ting distance and the bolting of the housing with all compo
nents in place.
CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL REVIEW
The first gear speed reducer was probably developed dur
ing the Industrial Revolution.
Since then, technology has made many steps forward in
the area of transmission of power by gear drives.
Very sophisticated machinery has been developed to date
to manufacture and inspect gears to very close tooth tole
rances.
The dynamics of gear tooth action of the basic gear forms
as known today were developed before the end of the 19th
century. However, the development of practicable tool
machines to accurately mass produce precision power gearing
started in the early 1900's.
Gleason Works Inc. of Rochester N.Y. , pioneered the
making of bevel gears according to the company's Centennial
report. It developed the first straight bevel gear planer
in 1876. In 1913 a process and machine for cutting teeth
of spiral bevel gears were made available by Gleason Works
for the first time.
About the same time, tooling for the spur and helical
gears was developed by various companies.
To further promote the advanced art of gear making in
America, the American Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA)
was founded in 191.6, and standards for every step of gear
design, manufacturing and inspection have been set forth.
The automobile and aviation industries after WWII , gene
rated the demand for more sophisticated ways and means to
make gears. Finally the discovery of the computer helped
to bring gear making to what it is today.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN CRITERIA
Many different sources have been consulted for the compila
tion of these criteria, all of which are listed in the refer
ences chapter of this report.
31. Gears
For the gear teeth of both the helical and the bevel gears,
the standard involute system is here adopted.
The gear layout design is presented first in sections 3. 1.1.
and 3.1.2., and the gear rating for strength and durability
next in sections 3.1.3. and 3.1.4.
3.1.1. Helical gears 1 ^J
The diametral pitch in the transverse plane Pt , the pitch
diameter D , the pressure angle in the normal plane (j>nt and the
helix angle li/^are to be set first according to the particular
1 o
design. For this design, ^Pn = 20 for standard involute, and
y = 21 for low thrust forces^ have been chosen.
Diametral pitch in
Pt
the normal plane (Pn) =
eQ
(3-D
Pressure angle in the ,
transverse plane ( <#t) =tan1^g^11 (3-2)
Knowing the approximate desired D, an approximate
number of teeth N is found.
N JSPt D
Since N must be an integer, N as found from the above
equation is rounded off to the nearest integer, and the
exact D is calculated.
-fc (3-3)
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Tooth addendum a = -Jr- standard , (in.) (3-4)
Tooth dedendum b = 1^7 , standard , (in.) (3-5)
D 7TLead L = ^J^IL , (in.) (3-6)
Circular pitch in _
the transverse plane Pet = p. (in.) (3-7)
Circular pitch in the
normal plane Pen = r^ii (in.) (3-8)
Axial pitch Px = pn ^ , (in.) (3-9)
Gear outside diameter Do = D + 2 a (3-10)
(in.)
Gear base diameter Db = D cos^t (3-1 1 )
(in.)
Base pitch Pb =
/fNDb
, (in.) (3-12)
Center distance C =
pinion D + gear D (>,3)
(in.)
d
Operating pitch
diameter Dop = pinion
N"
+ gear U (5"1Z+)
v in . )
Operating pressure pinion Db + gearDb ,_ .^
angle
?ot= cos * TH '(3~15)
Contact length Z (in.)
=|pop^^i^+
v|(P|fL-)*(P|)*J- c sin^op (3-16)
g and p in eq. 3-16 are standing for
gear and pinion accordingly
Contact ratio (number of teeth in contact) CR
CR=pf-kl.4 (3-17)
Normal base pitch Pbn (in.)
Pbn = Pen cos^m (3-18)
Gear face width Fw (in.)
Fw = 2^~ coti/Tj (3-19)
3.1.2. Bevel gears Q 2 ^]
The diametral pitch of the bevel gear set P , the
approximate D, the pressure angle o( and the spiral angle ifJ,
are to be set first as in the helical gears.
For this design, o(=
20
for standard involute and a
standard <^ = 35 have been chosen.
Knowing the approximate desired D, an approximate
number of teeth N is found.
N^P D
N is then rounded off to the nearest integer and
the exact D is calculated.
Subscripts p and g for this section are standing for pinion
and gear accordingly, unless otherwise specified.
Pinion .
,Nr
pitch angle # = tan({J|-) (3-20)
Gear pitch angle f = 90 - fl (3-21)
Outer cone distance Ao (in.)
(Ppf* (Dg)2
A = ^SW?' (3-22>
Gear face width Fw (in.)
Fw^-|- (3-23)
Tooth working depth Hk (in.)
Hk = -l^Z- (3-24)
Addendum a (in.)
ag . 0^4_ + OJ^ (5.25)* p (Mgr
ap = Hk - ag (3-26)
Mg = gear set exact ratio (known)
Tooth whole depth Ht (in.)
Ht= 1*|88 + 0.005 (3-27)
Tooth dedendum b (in.)
bg= Ht- ag (3?28)
bp= Ht - ap (3-29)
Dedendum angle &
($"=tan1
("To5 (3-30)
Gear face angle To = r+o~p (3-31)
Pinion face angle ^0 =^+5g (3-32)
Gear outside diameter Dog (in.)
Dog = Dg + 2 ag cosp (3-33)
Pinion outside diameter Dop (in.)
Dop = Dp + 2 ap cos ^ (3-34)
Circular pitch Pc
Pc = -^- (3-35)
Root angle
#r = ^- p (3-36)
Tr = f~- g (3-37)
3U3 Gear rating for strength
Criterion:
St ^ Sat K1 (* ,fi1b " Kt Kr (3-38)
HP rating:
fur* np D Kv Fw Jr Sat Kl ,_ ,_.U^helical=
126,000 Ko Km Ks Pt Kr Kt 0-39J
,_ np D Kv Fw Jr Sat Kl
(HP) bevel" ^6>000Ko Km Ks P Kr Kt (3"if0)
10
All factors of equations 3-38,39,40 are identified below.
The basic equation for bending stress St (psi)
C4- Ft Ko
P*
Ks Km /, . .*St =
Kv Fw Jr ^"k))
* for helicals P=Pt
Overload factor(Ko)
Koh=Kob=1.25
For uniform power source and
moderate shock load EI 3 J
Dynamic factor (Kv)
Kvh= ^787v(V (3^2)
Kvb = 1.000
Due to very low bevel set RPM 4 H
Size factor (Ks)
Ksh = 1.000
Provided a proper choice of steel will be
made for this size of gears Q5 3
Ksb = 0.76
For P=3 , C 6 3
Load distribution factor (Km)
Kmh = 1.25
For accurate mountings, low bearing clear
ances and min. deflection Q 7 3
Kmb =1.10
For one member straddle mounted [^ 8 3
11
Geometry factor (Jr)
a. Helical gear geometry factor (Jrh)
The following figure (3.1. a ) indicates geometry
factors for gears mating with a 75-tooth gear.
For gears which mate with other than 75-toothed
gears, use multiplier of figure 3.1. b.
U.I
0.6
-9
i
. 0.5
Z
E
1
0.4
n;
500T
150T
60T
30T
20T
10 15 20
Helix angle $, deg
25 30 35
Figure 3.1. a Geometry factors for helical gears mating
with a 75-tooth gear (AGMA 225.01,1967)
1.05
1.00
J!
a.
0.95
0.90
15 20
Helix angle \l/, deg
Figure 3.1.b Jr-factor multipliers when tooth numbers
other than 75 are used in the mating gear.
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b. Bevel gear geometry factor (Jrb)
Figure 3.1. shows geometry factors (for strength rating)
for spiral bevel gears.
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GEOMETRY FACTOR- J
400
Figure 3.2. Spiral bevel gear geometry factors
(AGMA 223.01 , 1964)
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Allowable bending stress (Sat)
Sath = 45,000 psi
Life factor (Kl)
C9 1
Satb = 30,000 psi u -1
Klh=Klb= 1.000
For a life of over 10' cycles L~ioJ
Temperature factor (Kt)
Kt= 1.000
For under 1 80 F operating temperatureFill
Safety factor (Kr)
This factor is closely related to the over
load factor, and since Ko has been taken to
be greater than 1.000, Kr is here set to
be unity [j 2 3
Krh=Krb= 1.000
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3.1.4. Gear Rating for Durability
Durability is the term used to identify the ability
withstand surface stresses that cause pitting.
Criterion:
to
c . Sac CI Ch5C ~
Ct Cr (3-43)
HP rating:
fvrDs
_
np Fw Ir Cv ,SacDCl_Chs2 /z ..%
w >helical- 126,000 Cs Cm Cf Co v Cf Ct Cr' V~W'
(HP)l3eye
np Fw /Sac D %2 Ir Ch Cv
i.T^ooo.--cP
> CsCf ( ci f> (J.,5)
The basic equation for surface stress (Sc)
Sc = Cp\;
Ft Co Cs Cm Cf
Cv D Fw Ir (3-46)
Elastic coefficient (Cp)
Cph=W^
= 2,300 (3-47)
Cpb=
fVfrE^l]
= 2,800 (3-48)
For (J =0.3 and E=30 x
106 psl
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Overload factor (Co)
Co= 1.25
For uniform power source and moderate
shock load C^H
Dynamic factor (Cv)
Cvh=Kvh (see eq. 3-42)
Cvb= 1.000
Due to very low bevel set RPM [_k J
Size factor (Cs)
Csh=Csb= 1.000
Load distribution factor (Cm)
Cmh= 1.25
For accurate mountings, low bearing clea
rances and minimum deflections
Cmb= 1.10
For one member straddle mounted M 5 J
Surface condition factor (Cf)
Cfh=Cfb= 1.000
For gocd surface finish and case hardening
DO
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Geometry factor (Ir)
Irh = Cc
(v_ cos#fesin0t, MgxCc g ^MgTl0
Mn= Pbn
0.95 Z
(3-49)
(3-50)
(3-51)
For Irb see figure below
o
I 40
a.
u
bl 30
U.
O
33
iili
5j
33
55
H55 BEE
Ei
It.
SHAFT ANGLE - 90*
PRESSURE ANGLE 20*
SPIRAL ANGLE 35*
o:
11 11
sehh:
*
?!
5s
nil!;
.060 .080
.100 .120 .140
GEOMETRY FACTOR I
Figure 3.3. Geometry factors for spiral bevel
gears. (AGMA 216.01 1964)
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Allowable contact stress (Sac)
Sach = 160,000 psi
For 400 BHN min. surface hardness ^17]
Sacb = 210,000 psi
For case carburized, with 60 RC min. surfa
ce hardness L 1 8 J
Life factor (CI)
Clh=Clb='
1.000
n
For a life of over 10 cycles Ql9 J
Hardness ratio factor (Ch)
Chh=Chb= 1.000
Gears of the same set will be of equal [720^]
hardness
Safety factor (Cr)
Crh=Crb= 1.000
The safety factor was considered in over
load factor Co [J21 ]]
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3.2, Shafts
The following stress conditions are assumed to exist on
the shafts (see figure 3.4. )
1. Constant compressive stress on bearing
and gear seats when press fit in assembly is
required
F
Oc = t psi (where applied)
2. Constant torsional stress T= T c psi
3. Stationary bending load that creates a
bending stress, varying from tension to
compression and back again
Gb = * * psi
t
stress
T*\AX
time
Figure 3.4. Fluctuating stress
Using the distortion energy theory for the static failure
a^nd the modified Goodman diagram for fatigue (dynamic) failure,
the criteria have been set as follows.
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3.2.1. Shaft criteria of failure
Static factor of safety (FSS)
FSS =-|Z- 2.00 (3-52)
Dynamic factor of safety (FSD)
FSD = "Sib = u5 (3-53)
Figure 3.5. shows the dynamic conditions for fatigue fai-
lure.
^m
mean
stress"
Figure 3.5. Modified Goodman Diagram
Sa = Se-
Se
m (3-54)
All stresses used in eq's 3-52, 3-53 and 3-54 are corre
cted for stress concentration, and stress concentration fac
tors are corrected for notch sensitivity.
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3.2.2. Shaft HP Rating
For static load:
HP= \
tt -r
5 ( Tag)* (3_55>
For dynamic load:
Letting CH = fcfS^
/3 = Gab
0 = as
A =o(2/32 -3^r2
B = -2 (Su)0< (9, C = (Su)2- (Qc)2
Then
B-NB2- 4 A C
zT (3-56)
3.2.3. Shaft stress equations
Endurance limit (Se)
Se= ka kb kc kd ke kf Se' = O.3375 Su (3-57)
Se' = 0.500 Su (3-58)
Surface factor (ka)
ka = 0.9
For ground finish 1^22^]
Size factor (kb)
kb = 0.750
For dia. > 2.00 , ^2^3
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Reliability factor (kc)
kc = 1.000
For 0.5 reliability |^24 3
Temperature factor (kt)
kd = 1.000
For operating temperature <^ 200 F [~25 J
Modifying factor for stress concentration (ke)
ke = 1.000
Stress concentration factor will be
applied directly to the stresses
Miscellaneous effects factor (kf)
kf = 1.000
No corrosion, plating etc. L26J
Bending stress ((5b)
(5b = JSjS- (3-59)
Torsional stress(^s)
Te = -2j- (3-60)
Actual bending stress ((5a*>)
Cab = (5b (Kat) (3-61)
2Z
Actual shear stress (^as)
Tas = is (Kas) (3-62)
Mean stress (Om)
The Von Misses stress of the stress that is constantly
present is here called Mean stress.
O = \j (Gc? + 3
(^as)2
(3-63)
3.2.4. Shaft bending moments (M)
Figures 3.6. and 3.7. indicate the assumptions as to the
load and the produced bending moments.
Case 1 . Overhung loading
IRJrB
M
4
^1 \Kg
/,-:'/'.
t i
M
'
/'/Trrrio
^ i B-
h- X
Figere 3.6. Bending
moment diagram for overhung
load.
M(x) = \/(Fr x +
Mg)2
+ (Ft x)2 (3-64)
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Case 2. Straddle loading
^ a
R1
Q
0
Fr
^t>
/ / A
/ / /
*c
R2
^~
/ / /
Ay
V.
Figure 6.7. Bending moment diagram for straddle loading,
Mab(x)
Ft b^(S^L*-* Mp f+ (Ftibx, (3-65)
Mbc(x) = J|lp(l_x)- f{l-X^[^(l^f (3-66)
Motor HP 63.000
Torque T = shaft RPM
(3-67)
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Deflections.
Deflection criterion: Ymax= 500 * C2?J
Case 1 . Overhung loading
a. In the x-y plane
iw-stt^si-b) ?/Hi (3"68-a>
b. In the x-z plane
Y(x) = f^2r(3l-x) (3-68.b)
Case 2. Straddle loading
a. In the x-y plane
(3-69. a)
?ABw= Fet^+ *- l2)+^frfr^+3 *-6 a i+2 12)
W-M1?1^^-2'1 x)" F-eVi&3-3 1
**
+x(2 f+3 a2)- 3 a2l] (3-69.b)
YBCVJW_S
b. In the x-z plane
Y (a) Ft
b x ( + b _ i ) (3-70.a)YABU;_6 EI 1K
y
,_.x_Ft a (l-x)(32+ a2_2 1 x) (3-70.b)1nr}^} 6 E 1 1
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3.2.5. Shaft stress concentration factors (Kt , Ks)
See figure 3.8. for Kt of retaining ring grooves C28 J
Figure 3.8. Stress concentration factor Kt
for shaft retaining ring groove.
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See figure 3. 9. for Ks of retaining ring grooves Q29^]
Figure 3.9. Stress concentration factor Ks
for shaft retaining ring groove.
2.1
See figure 3.10. for Kt of shaft shoulders \^J>$3
Figure 3. 10. Stress concentration factor Kt for
shaft shoulder.
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See figure 3.11. for Ks of shaft shoulders3 1 J
2.Of
1.9B
1.81
1.71
Ss
1.56
IAP
1-3B
1.2 1
1.0
Figure 3.11. Stress concentration factor Ks for
shaft shoulder.
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See figure 3.12. for Kt of keyways 32]
0.05 0.06 0.07
Figure 3.12. Stress concentration factor Kt for
keyways.
See figure 3. 13. for Ks of keyways Q33^]
30
0 0
Figure 3.13. Stress concentration factor Ks for
keyways.
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Notch Sensitivity factor (q)
Notch sensitivity is a measure of the degree ."to which
the theoretical effect is obtained.
* - t-4- C30 (3-71)
1 +
The following table gives material constant (a) at various
material ultimate strengths
Su
50,000 psi 0.0150
75 ,000 psi 0.0100
100,000 psi 0.0070
125,000 psi 0.0050
150,000 psi 0.0035
200,000 psi 0.0020
Table 3.1. Material constants for notch sensitivity
factor C35H
Applying notch sensitivity factor to stress concentration
factors for correction as follows
Kat = q (Kt-1) +1 (3-72)
Kas = q (Ks-1) +1 (3-73)
The actual stress concentration factors (Ka) as shown
above are applied to stress as shown in eq's 3-61 , 3-62
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3a3 Bearings
Bearing lives are to be calculated in accordance with
AFBMA standards. A minimum of 10,000 hours of continuous
operation is required for all bearings.
Use ball bearings for loads of less than 8,000 lbs
combined (radial+ thrust) forces.
Use roller bearings for loads of over 8,000 lbs combined
forces.
Definitions.
C = Basic bearing Load Rating (lbs)
C is the calculated constant radial load, which a
group of apparently identical bearings with sta
tionary outer ring can theoretically endure for
a rating life of one million revolutions of the
inner ring. C is calculated for a given bearing
speed, RPM,(b) and a given life, hours, (a).
C, a, and b are reference numbers and are supplied
by the bearing manufacturer. Q36 ]
P = Equivalent radial load (lbs)
P is the calculated, constant, stationary radial
load, which if applied to a bearing with rotating
inner ring and stationary outer ring, would give
the same life as that which the bearing will attain
under the actual conditions of load and rotation.
C37]
L10 = Rating Life (Hours)
Rating Life of a group of apparently identical
bearings is the life in hours that 90% of the group
will complete or exceed. This is also referred to
as 90% reliability. C38D
L10 = <T"> (actual bearing RPM) (a) (3-74)
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k = 3.000 For Ball bearings Q39]
k = 10/3 For Roller bearings. Q 40j
Fr = Radial Reaction (lbs)
Fa = Axial Reaction (Thrust) , (lbs)
3.3.1. Single row, radial contact ball bearings, carrying no
thrust.
P = Fr (3-75)
Use C, b and a, supplied by the specific manufacturer
to calculate the specific bearing life with eq. 3-74
3.3.2. Single row, radial contact bearings, carrying thrust.
P = X Fr + Y Fa (3-76)
X = 0.56 (for single row, radial contact ball
bearings Q4O )
Y = 4.692
(^_r0.2238 (3_7?)
K = N D
N = number of balls in the bearing
D = bearing ball diameter (in.)
Calculate the bearing life using equation 3-74 and
the appropriate constants supplied by the bearing
manufacturer.
3.3.3. Straight Roller bearings
P = Fr (3-78)
Use equation 3-74 to calculate the bearing life.
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3.3.4. Tapered Roller bearings
Case 1. (See figure 3.14.)
Pa = 0.4 Fra + Ka('^bFrb + Fa)
If Pa^Fra, use Pa = Fra
bra
. brg. a
Fa
(3-79)
brg. b
Figure 3.14. Two tapered roller bearings (direct
mounting)
Pb = 0.4 Frb +
Kb('Z^aFra
- Fa) (3-80)
If Pb<Frb, use Pb = Frb
K = Tapered Roller bearing constant supplied by the bearing
manufacturer.
Use eq. 3-74 to calculate the bearing life.
Case 2. (See figure 3.15,
a. For Fai-* **
Ka
35
Pa = 0.5 Fr + O.83 Ka Fa
Pb = 0.5 Fr - 0.83 Ka Fa
(3-81)
(3-82)
Use equation 3-74 to calculate the bearing life.
Fa
i
Fr
r~^
*- -<
Figure 3.15. Double tapered roller bearing
b. For Fa>
0.6 Fr
Ka
Pa = 0.4 Fr + Ka Fa (3-83)
Pb = 0
Use equation 3-74 to calculate the bearing life.
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3.4. Housing
The housing is to be a weldment. The different plate
thicknesses are to be determined on the basis that they
should be thick enough to support the entire bearing
widths.
The housing should provide adequate space for about 47.5
gallons of oil.
A layout is to be made of the total assembly. The dif
ferent bearing retaining cages are to be designed to with
stand the thrust of either CW or CCW rotation with a safe
ty factor of at least 2.00 .
The bearing cage strength is to be checked according to
equations 3-84 and 3-85 and the deflections are to be calcu
lated using equation 3-86
meaction I ReactionI1
x '//Jil///
\P
W7777/
Figure 316.
Circular flat plate
outer edge fixed and
supported, uniform load
around inner edge[42 ~~\
Outer edge:
!- 3Fa /- 20R2- 26r2 log yr> (-z^aj,)Cr = 1^(1 ?(r4+ 13 (r2) )j ^
Inner edge:
Ot - HM. 7QP2-i^-i^105R/r)u -20^7(i2}v
21 R2 + 39
i2
(3-85)
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Deflections (Y)
Y max. = - 273 Fa (#. j2+ 2012 (R?- r?)
-SOB2!2log /r
4007TE t2 7 R2 + 13 r2
7 Ir + 13 r^
3.5. Lubrication considerations
A total of 47.5 gallons of oil is to be present in the drive.
To avoid excess heat generation due to gear churn, the
ail level must be kept as low as possible yet this oil must
provide adequate cooling so that the operating temperaturewill
be kept below 180F in any environment.
Two prototype drives are to be built and testing should
be done to determine the cooling effect under different am
bient conditions.
Bearings 1 ,2,3 ,5 and 6 are to be oil lubricated.
Bearings 4r, 7 and 8 are to be grease prepacked, with
# 7 and 8 bearings to be regreasable.
CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
This design was done in two stages, the preliminary work
and the final design, both of which are described next.
4.1. Preliminary gear sizing and ratio determination
To determine the exact ratio of each reduction, table 4.1
was used as a design starting point.
Kind
of
arrangement
Min.
number
of
gears
Ratio range
5:1 50:1 100:1
Single reduction:
2
2
2
2
2
5
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
yesFixed differential
Table 4.1. How to obtain ratios [jf3 3
The diametral pitch of 6 was chosen as a first tentative
pitch, and a table was made showing different
possibilities
of exact ratio, pitch diameter and number of
teeth for each
gear of each reduction (see table 4.2.).
The total ratio (100) was made into three equal ratios
and 3^/Too was used as the first tentative ratio for each of the
three reductions.
- 38 -
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Second reduction Pt=6 , Mg=4.64
Pinion Gear Exact Mg
Np D Ng D
17
18
19
20
21
2.833
3.000
3.167
3.333
3.500
79
84
88
93
97
13.167
14.000
14.667
15.500
16.167
4.647
4.667
4.632
4.650
4.619
Table 4.2. Gear D and N possibilities (sample table)
Using the equation 3-70, the torque was determined, and
the gear forces of all pinions were calculated for each of
the combinations on the table.
Gear forces
a. Helical CW and CCW rotation
Ft =
Fr =
Fa =
2 T
D
Ft <ss4>
COS IfJ
Ft (tani/J)
b. Bevel gear forces
CW rotation
2 T __
F-t "Average pin. D
Fr = Ft__ (tan&cos* - sin^sin^)
cos u
Fa =- (tanftsin# + sin^/ cos# )
cos
40
CCW Rotation
Ft = 2 T
Fr =
Fa =
Ft
Average pin. D
cos^T (tan#,cosy + sini// sin^( )
fjj^ (tan^sin^j - sinij/ cos^ )
4.2. Preliminary shaft sizing
After obtaining the gear forces, the approximate distan*
ces on the shaft ( from the force application point to the
section of interest) were assumed as shown on figure 4.1.
Bearing- f
- 4-
ir-
3.0
U-J2.5-*
jFr
Pinion
Fa
Figure 4.1. Preliminary sketch of gear seat
The most critical section with the highest stress concen
tration was found to be the bearing retaining ring groove.
Therefore using equation 4-1 and the following assump
tions -the diameter of the ring groove was calculated for ma
terial Su's of 75,000 psi, 90,000 psi, 110,000 psi, 125,000
psi and 150,000 psi.
Kas=Kat=2.5 (assumed)
Equation 4-1 was solved for d by the Newton-Raphson
method.
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d6(i-QL_.) _ < 60.361 (1.5) M (Kat)
(Su)' Su
+
(15?M2 (Katr 910.86?
_
77.815 (Kas2 T2
_ Q (Zf_1}
. (Su? (Su)2
~~
First the intermediate and bevel pinion shafts were sized
using equation 4-1, then the gear train was put in exact posi
tion as shown here in figure 4.2.
X^LHrJ^z ^<|**
Oil level
Figure 4.2. Gear train indicating oil level
Angles o( and |3 are made such that the oil line would be
in contact with the bevel and high speed pinions, to insure
that all gears would be lubricated.
With the two angles o(j p set appropriately on the layout,
the high and low speed shaft sizes were approximated.
At this point the gear train design was evaluated and if
one of the gears or shafts looked out of proportion in re
lation to the rest of the gear train, the whole process of
pre-sizing and angle <X and fi setting was repeated.
4.3. Final design
With the preliminary work done, the final design was
carried out in detail.
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4.3.1. Design of gears
Following the preliminary sizing, the design of all gears
was done according to the gear design criteria and each gear
was drawn in place on the layout.
The pinions, since they are smaller (limiting elements),
were designed first.
Where the rating of a pinion was not producing 50 HP or
greater, the whole process of gear ratio finding and gear
design was reconsidered and changed.
Once the gear design was done, a final check was made for
optimization possibilities. If a pinion rating was .much
greater than 50 HP, the pinion was redesigned until its rating
was closer to the required rating.
4.3.2. Design of shafts
First the critical areas (high stress concentration sec
tions) were determined, and methods of fastening the gears
to the shafts for best rigidity results were considered at
this point.
It was decided that the two gears on the intermediate
shaft and the helical gear on the bevel pinion shaft were
to be fastened by way of a locknut.
The shaft ends (gear seats) were to be tapered to receive
the gears , and in addition keyways were made over the entire
length of the tapered shaft portion for the use of keys for
a more rigid connection. ,
To achieve rigid connections, the high speed shaft and
the bevel pinion shaft were made one piece with the pinions.
The low speed shaft was made out of tubing and a flange
was welded to it, to serve as the bevel gear seat as indica
ted in figure 4.3.
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Low speed shaft
Figure 4.3.,L.S.S. construction
Flange adapter
Shaft sizes were finalized as follows:
In terms of strength, the gear
and" bearing seats had to -
rate at least 50 HP according to the shaft design criteria .
Bearing seats were designed to be fitted with standard
bearings in accordance with the bearing and bearing retaining
ring manufacturer's recommendations.
Since the shaft diameter of the gear seats were the determin
ing factors for gear-bore sizes, it was checked at this point
whether the gear-bore diameter plus a 0.150 inch keyway
depth could be tolerated by the pinion designs. If this was
not the case , the gear sizing was repeated.
4.3.3. Bearing selection
Using selection tables from catalogs of several bearing
manufacturers, the bearings were selected according to the
magnitude of the bearing reactions and space constraints.
Ball bearings were selected for the high speed and inter
mediate shafts (shafts I, II and bearings 1, 2, 3, and 4 )
Tapered roller bearings were used on the low speed shaft
because of very high radial and thrust loads.
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The bevel pinion shaft (shaft III) was fitted with one
straight roller bearing on the bevel pinion side, and a
double, directly mounted tapered roller bearing on the
helical gear side.
When difficulties were encountered in finding a standard
bearing for the given shaft and load, the shaft and/or gear
design were reconsidered.
4.3.4. Design of the housing
The housing was separated into three compartments;
1 . The main housing
This part was made of six plates resembling a box
as indicated in figure 4.4. It houses the spi-*
ral bevel gear set and it is the main carrier of oil.
An oil dam was made around the low speed shaft to
protect the lower, low speed bearing and oil seal.
Two bearing cages were made to support the upper
and lower low speed bearings, and are to be bolted
on to the main housing.
High
speed
housing
, Upper brg cage
-Rear cover
Oil dam
Figure 4^.4. Main housing
2. The high speed housing
This housing was made to enclose the high speed
gear set. It will be connected to the main housing
and it will require setting when bolted, to align
the high speed shaft whose one bearing rests
on the main housing connecting wall.
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The high speed housing arrangement is shown in
figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5. |_
High speed housing
d
Main housing
L
3. The rear cover
The cover was designed to be made of any appropriate
material, since it will be carrying no loads.
This part was made to house the second reduction
helical gear set and it will be bolted on to the
main housing as shown in figure 4.6.
VL
Main
housing
r
zzz . zzz
Figure 4.6.
Rear cover
The depth of the whole housing was designed such that ,
with the oil level 3ust touching the low and high speed
pinions, the oil contents will be 47.5 gallons.
A breather-dipstick arrangement was designed which when
mounted on the main housing top plate, will relieve oil
pressure caused by churning. Also it will serve as a means
of oil level monitoring.
CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
The results of the design are here presented in a summary
table and in more detail in the following five sections.
Table 5.1. shows the gear and shaft HP ratings and the
drawing of figure 5.1. shows the gear train and the elements
referred to in all tables with gear, shaft and bearing data.
X7
* II
KM ^
Figure 5.1.
Gear train
IV
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4f
B
4y
LZ
Reduction
HP ratings
Gears
ShaftsMember Durability Strength
First Pinion 122 85 134
Gear 1,353 321 138
Second
Pinion 70 55 58
Gear 1,758 348 52
Third
Pinion 50 51 51
Gear 1 ,800 223 58
Table 5.1. Gear drive HP ratings
The gears and shafts were designed for infinite life.
The bearings were selected for a minimum Lio-life of 10,000
hours.
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Figure 5.2. Gear Drive Layout.
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The resulting gear ratio of each of the three reductions
is as follows.
1st reduction ratio = 3.3333
2nd reduction ratio * 5.0000
3d reduction ratio = 6.0000
Total gear drive ratio = 3.3333x5.0000x6.0000 = 100
The drawing in figure 5.2. (previous page) is a reduced
copy of the original layout that was made to scale, showing
the entire drive with a list of all elements of the drive.
5.1. Gears
The gear forces (their magnitudes and directions) pro
duced by each gear, are indicated in table 5.2.
Only the cases (CW or CCW) that produced the highest
forces are presented.
red.
gear
member
Force (lbs)
Ft Fr Fa
magn. direct. magn. direct. magn. direct.
1st
pin. 1,167 out 455 448 -*
gear 1,167 in 455 448
2nd
pin. 3,500 out 1,365 1,343
gear 3,500 in 1,365 1 ,343 -*
3d
pin. 14,550 out 8,052 11 ,112
gear 14,550 in 11 ,112 8,052 ?
Table 5.2. Gear forces
The directions of the forces in table 5.2. are as follows:
Radial force Fr on Y axis (t + ) , axial force Fa on X
axis (+-*) and tangential force Ft on *Z axis ft- out), (fig. 5.1.)
The gear data of all gears of the design are presented
in table 5.3. (next page).
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5.2. Shafts
Table 5.4. indicates stress numbers, fully corrected for
stress concentration, of the limiting section of each shaft.
Shaft # I II III IV
Section
>
Brg
rest
Brg retain.
groove ,
pin. side
Brg rest
pin. side
Collar rest
upper brg
seat
CJb 3,480 8,860 12,570 5,725
Ts 1 ,600 2,650 3,950 5,150
Kas 1.62 1.81 1.53 1.14
Kat 2.115 2.53 2.00 2.16
C5c 0 0 0 0
Iks 2,600 4,800 6,000 5,860
Cab 7,370 22 ,400 25,150 12,360
CJm 4,500 8,300 10,500 10,150
Su 100,000 125,000 125,000 75 ,000
Sy 80 ,000 100,000 100,000 60 ,000
Sa 35,270 39,400 38,650 21 ,880
: Notch r 0.045 0.560 0.156 0.100
D 2.140 2.362 4.050 6.500
d 1.7717 2..250 3.350 6.000
T 1,750 5,830 29,150 1 75 ,000
Table 5.4. Shaft stresses (psi). All radii(r) and dia
meters(D,d) are in inches and torque T in
in-lbs
"
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53 Bearings
Table 5.5. shows all bearing reactions of CW or CCW ro
tation, whichever is greater, and bearing life limitations
that resulted from these reactions. Figure 5.1. must be used
as a reference to find the location of the bearing of
interest in the gear train.
Brg
#
Type &
mfg
Radial
load
(lbs)
Thrust
load
(lbs)
Bearing life
(hours)
1 Ball brg
NDH# 41309 455 448
62,000
2 Ball brg
NDH# 3308
883 28,000
3
Ball brg
NDH# 41312
1,598 1,790 14,700
4
Ball brg
NDH# 1313
4,125 1 1 ,400
5
Timken #
H916642/
H916610
10,246 9,768 23 ,500
6
Straight
"
roller
NDH#5317UTM
24,163 15,000
7
Timken #
M23 1 649
/M231610
7,590 8,052 14,000
8
Timken #
M231649
/M231610
1 1 ,440 34 ,000
Table 5.5. Bearing reactions and lives
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5.4. Applications
Classification.
Power source: Uniform
Load: Moderate shock
Service factor: 1.25 (built into design)
Motor capacity: 50 HP
Max. motor speed: 1800 RPM
It is recommended that the connections to the load and
power source be made with flexible couplings.
Referring the service factor U.25) to AGMA standard tables,
it can be determined if this drive is adequate for the speci
fic application.
5.5. Spatial constraints
Figure 5.3. shows the overall dimensions of the gear drive.
For more details refer to figure 5.2. on page 45.
11.25"
i_J_
H.375"
59.75"
26.75'
j
36.00"-
Figure 5.3. Gear drive with overall dimensions
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5.6. Mass moment of inertia (Wk2)
The effective mass moment of inertia of. the gear train is
referred to the high speed shaft and is as follows.
Wk2
= 81 Lb in2
5.7. Materials
The design of the gears was based on allowable stresses
dictated by the AGMA guidelines. The allowable stresses re
ferred to a required surface finish and case hardness which
are a result of the hardening process, the choice of steel?
and surface finish after hardening. Suitable steels
that can satisfy the requirements for the gears are listed
in table 5.6.
Gear set High speed Intermediate Low speed
Possible
material
for use
AISI #
4140
4340
6120
4140
4340
6120
6150
8620
8640
E9310
Hardening
process
Induction
hardening
Induction
hardening Carburizing
Case min.
hardness
RC
50-55 50-55 60-65
Core min.
hardness
30-40 30-40 45-50
Case depth
(inches)
0.025-0.100 0.030-0.125 0.022-0.035
Sat
(psi) 45,000 45 ,000 30,000
Sac
(psi)
160,000 160,000 210,000
Surface
finish
process
Grinding Grinding Grinding
Table 5.6. Selected steels for gears
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The design of the shafts was based on Su and Sy of through
hardness in bearing and gear seats for the intermediate and
low speed shafts.
For the high speed shaft, the same material as in the high
speed gear set was used since it is all one piece. Therefore
the core hardness was used for the shaft design.
For the bevel pinion shaft, as in the high speed shaft, the
same steel as in the bevel gear set was used, and the core
hardness was used for the shaft design.
The low speed shaft was made out of AISI 1025 steel
(seamless tubing).
Shaft materials and hardnesses are shown in table 5.7.
Shaft High speed Intermed.
Bevel
pinion
Low speed
Possible
material
for use
AISI #
See high
speed gear
set in
table 5.6.
4340
See bevel
set mat* Is
in table
5.6.
1025
Minimum
hardness
Through
300-350
RTTN
As is
Commercially
available
Design
Su
(psi)
100,000 125,000 125,000 75 ,000
Design
Sy
(psi)
80 ,000 100,000 100,000 60 ,000
Surface
finish
process
Grinding Grinding Grinding Grinding
Table 5.7. Shaft materials.
The main housing and bearing cages were made out of AISI
1010 steel plate of commercial mill run steel. The high
speed housing and rear cover were made out of steel casting,
and the keys are to be out of steel listed in the layout
drawing figure 5.2.
CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
6.1. Methods
The methods used here for this design are not new; they
were selected from different sources and were put together
to produce the overall design (see references).
Design criteria which were based on established theo
ries and practices were set up by this writer for the elements
of this gear drive.
The gear design criteria were based on AGMA guidelines
for the strength and durability rating, and on modern
methods of gear manufacturing for the gear layout design.
The shaft design criteria were based on the assumption
that certain load conditions will exist.
The distortion energy theory was used for the static cri
terion of failure , and the modified Goodman diagram was used
for the fatigue (dynamic) failure criterion.
The load conditions assumed for the shaft design are
outlined in the shaft design criteria section 3.2.
Following the design criteria , a preliminary shaft and
gear sizing was done , and different bearing sizes were
continually considered so as to facilitate the bearing
selection effort later on.
Next the design of gears, shafts and bearings will be
discussed in more detail.
6.2. Discussion of gears
Following the AGMA guidelines, a preliminary gear design
that produced acceptable shaft sizes was established.
Taking the center distances and gear diameters established
in the preliminary gear design as constraints, and using
the diametral pitch and face width as variables, the gear
design was finalized. A gear design was considered finalized
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when it produced a pinion rating of 50 to 55 HP. If this
was not possible because of other constraints, i.e. contact
ratio, then the closest to the required, but not smaller than
50 HP, rating was accepted.
Helical gears
The two helical gear sets were used in first and second
reductions. Producing a workable design with the desired
ratings was not very difficult since these two gear sets
were the first elements to be designed.
The hand of helix for both helical pinions and gears was.
the same for both sets. The helical pinions were made RH he
lix and the gears LH helix.
Although this did not produce opposing axial forces .. in
the intermediate shaft, the bearing selection was not impos
sible. Moreover, making all gears and pinions of the
same hand helix, will facilitate gear tooling and make gear
changeability possible, should it be decided to utilize
different total drive ratios for different applications.
Spiral bevels
The bevel set was designed last and had to be redesigned
at least six times before a set was found that would satisfy
the dimensional as well as the rating requirements.
The bevel pinion was designed as one piece with the shaft,
because the torque at this connection produced a very high
radial bearing reaction, and suitable bearing required grea
ter bearing seat diameter than the pinion could enclose with
out affecting the rigidity of the connection.
The principle of opposing axial forces was used in the
axial force combination of the bevel pinion shaft, where
thrust became troublesome for bearing selection and mounting,
thus the set was made with a LH spiral gear and RH spiral
pinion.
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6.3. Discussion of shafts
The shaft design was relatively easy compared with the
gears, where determining the final gear ratio combination
consumed the greatest amount of time and effort.
High speed shaft
It seemed most suitable to make the high speed shaft one
piece with the helical pinion.
The different size diameters of this shaft were dictated
by the bearing size rather than by shaft strength require
ments.
The length of the shaft was determined by the spatial
constraints of the high speed gear set assembly and the bea
ring spacing.
The high speed shaft is shown in figure 6.1.
Helical pinion
Bearing seats
Figure 6.1. High speed shaft
Intermediate shaft
The intermediate shaft (see figure 6.2. ) was designed
to carry two gears: one helical gear mounted on the high
speed end, and one helical pinion mounted on the low speed
end.
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To make the gear mountings as rigid as possible, the two
ends of the shaft (gear seats) were made tapered with 1.25
inch taper per 1.00 foot of taper length (30). The ends
of the shaft were threaded appropriately to fasten the gears
onto the taper, using locking nuts.
The two bearing seats were placed as close to the gear seats
as possible to keep bending moments and deflections at a mi
nimum. The two bearing seat diameters were made the same
size, and the high speed side bearing, carrying the smaller
radial load, was designed to carry all of the thrust load.
All diameter sizes of the intermediate shaft were dictated
by the strength requirements, using bearing seat diameters
that corresponded to standard bearing bores.
The intermediate shaft length was dictated by the spatial
constraints imposed by the bevel gear set.
Gear seats
Bearing seats
Figure 6.2. Intermediate shaft
Bevel pinion shaft
This probably was the most difficult of all shafts to de
sign, because of the high torque and small space offered
for
shaft diameter and bearing mounting.
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The bevel pinion shaft (see figure 6.3.), being made from
the same material as the pinion, is limited to the same ma
terial heat treatment as the pinion. For this design Su of
125,000 psi was used for the shaft.
The helical gear seat was tapered and the same fastening
technique was used as in the intermediate shaft.
One double tapered roller (Timken) bearing was selected
to be used on the helical gear side, and a straight roller
bearing was mounted on the pinion side.
Due to very high radial load on the pinion side, the
straight roller was selected to carry only radial load.
The thrust will be carried by the tapered roller bearing.
Bearing seats
Bevel pinion Hel. gear seat
Figure 6.3. Bevel pinion shaft
Low speed shaft
Due to the size of the bevel gear (28 inches in diameter) ,
in designing this shaft, spatial freedom was only limited by
the weight of the shaft itself.
To limit the weight of the bevel gear for handling it in
assembly, the bevel gear was made
with a large bore, and the low
speed shaft was made with an adapter
flange welded to it for
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the gear mounting.
The mounting of the gear to the shaft will require no setting
if the gear bore diameter and the shaft flange outer diameter
are made with very close tolerances, so that a very small
( 0.0005 to 0.001 inches) loose fit can be achieved.
This shaft was made of tubing (see figure 6.4. ) though
a solid shaft would work as well.
Because the large shaft diameter was less than the bearing
manufacturer recommended for the bearing shoulder, a collar
was used on the upper bearing seat as a bearing rest shoulder.
This collar was also utilized to run the oil seal to keep.
the bearing grease within the cavity.
Tapered roller (Timken ) bearings were selected to sup
port the upper and lower shaft ends. The upper bearing will
carry the entire thrust load since CW and CCW rotation will
only produce upthrust.
However, should an external thrust be opposing and greater
than the internal thrust, or be of the same direction and of
any magnitude, an external system with bearings should be
set up to support the excess load.
Bevel gear seat-
Upper
bearing seat
Figure 6.4.
Low speed shaft
TJ
Lower
bearing
seat
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6.4. Housing
For the design of the housing no particular method
was used other than intuition and standard welding procedures [44 "J,
The primary requirement was to enclose the
gear train, and the enclosure had to provide rigid support
for bearings and room for oil.
The generous supply of oil (47.5 gallons) should be ade
quate for the most adverse climates.
The rule of thumb according to sources [%5 J is
to"
use about
two gallons of oil per inch of gear face width. This gear
train of about 1 6 inches of gear face width,will be supplied
with about three gallons of oil per inch of face width.
To totally enclose the gear drive, a cover was designed
for the rear side, to house the second reduction gear set.
See layout on figure 5.2. for details.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The most difficult part of the project was the gear ratio
finding effort, where computer time could have been used to
eliminate many hours of work.
For the design of the gears, the lack of experience of the
writer in the field left no choice but to follow the AGMA
guidelines to the letter. By adhering to these guidelines,
the allowable stresses indicated by AGMA,were used and as a
result the design was probably overconservative in certain
areas such as the bevel set which was made some 1 .3 times
larger than standard commercial parts of the same rating and
material.
The criteria summarized in chapter 3 , served its purpose
very well in helping to analyze different ideas and in estab
lishing the resulting design.
The lack of experimentation was to blame for not being
able to determine an accurate heat loss so that a more
accurate oil content could be achieved.
The preliminary sizing was the second most important part
of the design and the one that consumed the most time.
Although the preliminary work was done by assumptions, it
left very little to be done in the final design. Computer time
here too would have made it easier.
The layout drawing was tedious work, but necessary. It
proved to be very helpful in the design of the housing and
in providing visual representation of the overall design.
The bearing and gear mounting methods required many hours of
literature searching, but the achieved results produced very good
rigidity for both the bearing and gear seats.
The lack of material experimentation was responsible for
the semicompleteness of the material section.
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The design of the gears and shafts was based more on
allowable stress numbers than on specific materials.
Finally, it is this writer's conclusion that this design
would have much easier if a computer had been utilized.
Therefore the use of a computer is highly recommended
for similar design work.
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